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ABSTRACT
The generalized model for plasma, thermal, and elastic waves under 
dual phase lag model have been applied to determine the carrier 
density, the displacement, the temperature, and the stresses in a 
semiconductor medium. Using Laplace transform and the eigenvalue 
approach methodology, the solutions of all variables have been 
obtained analytically. A semiconducting material like as silicon was 
considered. The results were graphically represented to show the 
different between the dual phase model, Lord and Shulman’s theory 
and the classical dynamical coupled theory.

Introduction

At start, considering a semiconductor with band gap energyEg is illuminated by a laser beam 
with an energy E higher thanEg, an excitation process of electrons will take place. The excited 
electrons will transfer from the valence band to an energy level with the energy of (E−Eg) 
above the conduction band edge. Then these photo-excited free carriers will relaxes to one 
of the unfilled levels nearby the bottom of the conduction band (non-radiative transition). 
After the relaxation process, there are electron and hole plasma which is followed by the 
formation of electron-hole pairs through the recombination process.

Understanding of transport phenomena is solid through the development spatially 
resolved in situ probes has great of attention. In the present work, introduce a try to meas-
uring transport processes based on the principle of optical beam deflection through a pho-
tothermal approach that can be considered as an expansion of the photothermal deflection 
technique. Such a technique is characterized by it is contactless and directly yields the 
parameters of the electronic and thermal transport at the semiconductor surface or at the 
interface and within the bulk of a semiconductor. In semiconductors, there is a periodic 
elastic deformation in the sample produced by the photoexcited carriers known as electronic 
deformation (ED). The electronic deformation may cause local tensions in the sample which 
can introduce plasma waves which are similar to the heat wave generated by local periodic 
elastic deformation.
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Pure silicon is an intrinsic semiconductor and is used in wide range of semiconductor 
industry, for example, the monocrystalline Si is used to produce silicon wafers. In general, 
the conduction in semiconductor (pure Si) is not the same as metals. Both the electrons and 
holes are responsible for the conduction in semiconductors as well as the electrons that may 
be released from atoms by heat. Therefore, electric resistance for semiconductor decreases 
with increasing the temperatures.

In previous, Todorovic et al. [1–3] discussed theoretical and experimental results on the 
micromechanical structures of the plasma, thermal and elastic fields in one-dimension (1D). 
Their theoretical analysis gives valuable information about carrier recombination and trans-
port mechanisms in the semiconductor. Also, the study includes the variations in propagating 
both the plasma and thermal waves due to the linear coupling between heat and mass 
transport (i.e. thermos diffusion). The effects of thermoelastic and electronic deformations 
in semiconductors without considering the coupled system of thermal, plasma and elastic 
equations have been studied [4–6]. Also, the local thermoelastic deformations at the sample 
surface due to the excitation by probe beam have been analyzed by Rosencwaig et al. [7] 
then, Opsal and Rosencwaig [8] study the depth profiling of thermal and plasma waves in 
silicon [7].

To overcome the first shortcoming in the classical uncoupled thermoelastic theory, Biot 
[9] established the coupled thermoelastic theory that it provides two phenomena which is 
not consistent with the physical observations. By postulating a new law of heat conduction 
to replace the classical Fourier law, the generalized thermoelastic theory with one relaxation 
time has been established by Lord and Shulman [10]. Tzou [11] suggested the model of dual 
phase lag (DPL), which describes the interactions between electrons and photons on the 
microscopic level. On the macroscopic scale, the retarding sources causing a delayed 
response. By the experimental results, the applicability and the physical meanings of the 
(DPL) model have been supported as in Tzou [12]. Abbas and Zenkour [13] investigated the 
interactions in a semi-infinite thermoelastic medium under dual-phase-lag model due to a 
ramp-type heating. Abbas [14] investigated the thermoelastic interaction in an unbounded 
fiber-reinforced anisotropic medium containing a circular hole under the dual-phase-lag 
model. On the other hand, Song et al. [15] study in detail the generalized thermoelastic 
vibrations due to optically excited semiconducting microcantilevers. They concluded that, 
the waves reflection in a semiconductor plane under photothermal and theories of gener-
alized thermoelasticity [16,17]. In the Laplace domain, the eigenvalue approach gives an 
exact solution without any assumed restrictions on the actual physical quantities Recently, 
Abbas [18–21] investigated the fractional order effects on thermoelastic problems using 
eigenvalues approach. Ezzat et al. [22] studied the fractional ultrafast laser-induced ther-
mo-elastic behavior in metal films.

In the present work, the dual phase lag model on thermal, plasma and elastic waves was 
used to investigate the wave’s propagation in a semiconductor material. Based on the eigen-
values approach and Laplace transform, the non-dimensional equations have been handled. 
The physical interpretations are given seriatim corresponding to the distributions of the 
considered physical variables has been observed in the present study.


